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Dancingpots creates contemporary 

creations in clay inspired by dance, 

India, and life

A note from the potter Vidya Thirunarayan:

I am a potter. I am also a dancer. I perform, teach, 
and choreograph. Sometimes I bring both mediums 
together. Other times I look at one through the lens 
of the other. Please do look up my website if you are 

curious to know more about my work. 



This virtual exihibition, 

“Flight of the Transient,” brings together a mix of 

functional bowls that celebrate food and sculptural 

pieces that celebrate the ephemerality of life. Created 

from earthenware clay, all exhibits aim to capture 

movement, in all its elegant and quirky moments. 

The surface designs are inspired by Indian The surface designs are inspired by Indian 

powder drawings and textiles.



Functional bowls 
Bowls 1-5

The functional bowls are wheel-thrown and are versatile 

in their offer. Bowls can be matched to make a wider set 

for an elegant and informal dining experience for the 

family. The intention is to make the everyday meal, spe-

cial. All funcional pots are food and oven safe.

The artist can also create bespoke dinner sets to suit 

individual preferences.

Photos of the items will be shown on the following pages. 



Bowl 1 
To serve with love.



Bowl 2 
For aromatic and colourful food.



Bowl 3 
To serve fragrant food.



Bowl 4 - Buddha bowls
Somtimes food tastes better in 

tactile bowls!



Bowl 5 
Food with friends.



Ideas of dinner 
sets

Please get in touch with the artist 

directly if you wish to dicuss it.





Jug 1 



Perfectly imperfect 
hand-built vessels 
Vessels 1-3

In contrast to the functional bowls which call for 

some measured consideration on the wheel, 

the hand-build vessels, whole-heartedly celebrate 

the nation of spontaneity. These vessels boldly 

applaud the idea of imperfection. They celebrate 

the in-between, in- complete and the marginalia. 

The result in a collection of unique and quirky The result in a collection of unique and quirky 

character vessels; vessels that will challenge 

perceptions.

Photos of the items will be shown on the following pages. 



Vessel 1 
Perfectly imperfect.



Vessel 1 



Vessel 2 
Perfectly imperfect.



Vessel 2



Vessel 3
Perfectly imperfect.



Vessel 3



Cockerels 
The cockerels express the joy of the transient. 






